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Project Management Collaboration

PMTalk the digital learning solution for project management (PMI® certified)
You are looking for a PMP®, CAPM® certification or still require
PDUs (Credit Points) needed for your re-certification. However,
you do not have the time to visit a face-to-face training. In addition, training budgets were reduced. Furthermore, your absence
has to be planned and the project progress must be ensured in
your ongoing projects. You are an autodidact, but still need the professional exchange and interaction with other project members.
PMTalk is a platform where digital learning paths are available,
as well as an excellent learning environment, which is super-

vised by our certified learning coaches. 24hours / 7 days your
coach is available, in less than 12 hours you get a response.
That’s your professional way of learning. Together with your
coach you are always one step ahead.
A synchronous interaction between the learners (Chats,
Forums, Skype, Webcasts, Virtual Classroom, ...) is integrated.

Meet requirements easily
Marc W. is aware of this dilemma. His project is international,
he works in a global environment and has to interact virtually
with many actors – facing him with new challenges!

In the future, these media will play a major part
for Marc W. in the learning process ...

How?
Marc decides himself when and how he undergoes training. He can satisfy his learning needs
at any time.

This innovative learning solution was developed by Threon,
a long lasting partner of Integrata Cegos Group. For many
years, we have been analysing how people learn. We know
that learning is a complex process. Therefore, in this digital
learning solution, we implemented a combination of professional expertise (project, program and portfolio management),

didactic knowledge and skills of the learning coaches as well
as technical know-how.
A collaborative digital learning approach that enables a peerto-peer-group competence development and learning on
demand!

Your Benefit with Single sign on:
Single Sign on
PMTalk is immediately available
PMTalk can perform real-time exam simulations for certifications

PMTalk sends prep mails concerning knowledge-based questions – the intervals can be configured individually
PMTalk permits only certified trainers and coaches to interact with the learners and peer-2-peer groups
PMTalk is a platform for experts for “people maturity”
PMTalk is also provided by the worldwide PMI® network for certified external trainers as "Train the Trainer 4.0"
PMTalk has a volume-based license pricing model with cost savings of at least 50%
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PMTalk sends feedbacks of test questions and results in real-time

